
TRAVELING TIPS
FOR HUNTING

WITH LEGADEMA



Visa1.
For Southern Africa travel, visitors are required to carry a passport that is 
valid for six months beyond the intended length of stay. There should be 
sufficient blank pages for entry stamps upon arrival. Visas are not 
required for citizens from USA, UK, Canada, France, Germany and Spain. 
Visitors can stay for a maximum of 90 days. You may be requested to 
show a return ticket.

For Mozambique travel Visas can be bought at the airport for $50.

Climate.3.
Hunting season is during the winter months in Southern Africa.  The days 
are warm and pleasant most of the time, but the mornings and evenings 
are cold.  See our Equipment List on the Document page of our website 
for a guide of our recommended clothing. In Mozambique the 

What can I bring with me?2.
You are entitled to import into South Africa a personal allowance of 400 
cigarettes, 50 cigars, 9 ounces of pipe tobacco, 2 liters of wine, 1 liter of 
alcohol, other gifts up to a value of R500 and any amount of foreign 
currency as long as you declare amounts over $20,000 to customs upon 
arrival.

For Mozambique you can bring $10 000 without declaring it, keep valu-
ables and money in a small bag as on-carry bags are sometimes not 
allowed to be taken onto the plane with you.

Don’t underestimate the terrain4.
Whilst your PH will always get you into a position comfortable for you to 
shoot, you may have to walk & stalk for a long time before reaching that 



Bullets5.
Performance and penetration are just as important as accuracy on an 
African hunt, if not more.  Your choice of bullets are critical.  Ask your 
Outfitter for advice.  The bullet must be tough enough to ensure penetra-
tion of the game you wish to shoot.

Come for the one, walk away with more.6.
You have travelled all the way to Africa. Legadema allows additional 
animals to be hunted during your booked hunt at standard fees.  If you 
don’t, you may regret it later.  Especially if you come across a trophy in a 
localised area or habitat where you are not likely to visit again.

Ignoring your Professional Hunter (PH)7.
Whether you have hunted in Africa before or not, trust your PH to know 
his area and his game better than you.  Take his advice, follow his instruc-
tions, trust his experience. You hired him!

Taking the Shot.8.
Taking the shot is always YOUR decision.  Never shoot unless you are ab-
solutely certain of the hit. Blood equals a trophy fee in Africa.  An uncer-
tain hit with dangerous game places your whole party in danger.

It’s Still a Vacation...9.
There is only so much that can be accomplished in the time you have on 
safari.  Do all you can to tick animals on your list but do make time to 
absorb your experience of Africa as well. Legadema offers a variety of 
additional activities. Go have a look at our “Activities and Tours” section 
on our website.

Malaria Pills10.
Our South African Concession is Malaria Free.
Our Mozambique concession is not Malaria Free. For your safety we rec-
ommend the purchase of anti malaria medication.

Mozambique Travel Process11.
Arrive at Tete Airport between a Monday and a Friday. Sleep over at 
Inter Tete Hotel. Drive to concession the next morning. Arrive at camp 
and begin sighting of rifles. First hunt is early the next morning. After the 
last day of hunting, we will drive the next morning to Tete Town. Sleep 
over at Inter Tete Hotel and fly out the next morning.

point.  Make sure your hunting boots are comfortable and worn in.  
Excersise and being walking fit will make your hunt more enjoyable.


